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COVID-19 Ministerial Briefings and Accountability 
 
One of the heartening signs of accountability and good governance in this time of pandemic has been 

the almost daily updates which various Ministers of State are providing to the public in terms of the 

factual situation concerning statistics, and the changes and nuances to the various regulations as they 

seek to respond to a rapidly changing reality. The Ministers also set out the measures being taken in 

response to very practical, and often changing, situations. 

  

The accountability is enhanced by the format of questions and answers, which provides opportunities 

for challenging discussion and for deepening the methodology (often called for in advocacy circles) 

of ‘sound formulation, clarification and deliberation’ around issues of importance.  To date, 1655 

CORVID-19 cases have been confirmed; there have been 11 deaths, and just under 57 000 tests have 

been carried out. As of last Friday, 17 000 people had been arrested for contravention of the lockdown 

regulations, and police minister Bheki Cele has indicated that the combined deployment of various 

law enforcement groupings, including the SANDF, numbered 24 389. 

 

From a faith-based advocacy point of view, it is worth bearing in mind that there is a two-fold, tried 

and tested, theological approach to regulations and the like. They are usually assessed, firstly, on 

criteria such as ‘clarity, reducing the burdens on the already over-burdened and having clear focus on 

how they evidently contribute to or maintain the common good.’ At another level regulations and 

policies are interrogated by asking whether they enhance justice, ensure freedom and promote or are 

based on, participation. These criteria are useful tools when assessing the many regulations that 

emerge every day. 

 

The briefing on 2nd April brought clarity to a number of issues. In an attempt to ease access to shops 

for the purpose of purchasing essential goods, and to ease the burdens of those needing to travel any 

distance to make such purchases, the Minister of Transport extended the hours in which taxis may 

carry passengers (5am to 10am and 4pm to 8pm), with the maximum capacity for each vehicle being 

raised to 70% of available space. 

 

There was also clarification around the question of foreign-owned spaza shops remaining open – they 

are allowed to operate as usual. There have been many reports from around the country of law 

enforcement agencies closing down such businesses. The question of financial and other support for 

foreign-owned small businesses, remains unclear. There are compelling arguments that such 

businesses that are compliant in every other way, should be eligible for such support. Informal food 

traders are allowed to operate with raw foodstuff only (no cooked produce), if they have the necessary 

permission from the local municipality. It is not permitted that anyone sleeps in a spaza shop, and the 

required distance between stalls in public spaces must be strictly maintained. 
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The important issue of funerals was clarified. Funerals are restricted to 50 attendees, not including 

the undertaker or grave diggers. Night vigils are strictly prohibited. Mourners attending funerals from 

other provinces need to obtain police permission and overnight accommodation may be provided by 

guest houses and hotels. Government also made an appeal for a temporary halt to all evictions during 

the period of the lockdown.  

 

Perhaps the most contentious issue in the briefing was the issue of using cell phone data to enhance 

contact tracing. Communications minister Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams said that the critical process of 

contact tracing would be greatly enhanced by using geo-location information accessed from cell 

phone data. It would be “used to trace the steps of the infected person and to trace those around them.” 

She emphasised that there would be no interception of calls.  

 

This practice raises difficult issues around the right to privacy contrasted with the need, in particular 

moments, to protect the common good. It is also clear that there are examples throughout history and 

in our own country, where such information has been abused in the name of state security or the like. 

Many organisations were critical of the first set of regulations which were, rightly, deemed to be 

vague, lacking some very necessary safeguards, and potentially open to abuse.  

 

In general, the revised regulations represent a significant improvement when it comes to tracking and 

tracing. An important factor is that only the DG of Health is permitted to seek the information, and 

only with regard to contact tracing. It is clear that the security agencies have been specifically 

excluded from this process, and there is no remit for seeking any information outside of this specific 

ambit. There are also strict time constraints: no information may be asked for pertaining to the period 

prior to March 2020, or after the State of National Disaster has been lifted; and all data that has been 

collected but is not needed for contact tracing has to be deleted within six weeks. A very important 

aspect is that anyone whose information has been collected must be notified thereof within six weeks 

of the lapse of the State of National Disaster. Such disclosure is vital, since much abuse in these areas 

happens when people do not know that their information has been accessed or used. 

 

The former Constitutional Court Judge, Kate O’Regan, has been appointed to oversee the process of 

data requisition and usage. She will receive a weekly report setting out all the relevant details of any 

person traced under the system, and may make recommendations especially with regard to further 

safeguarding the traced person’s privacy. Both the Judge and the DG of Health have to submit reports 

to Parliament in due course.  

 

One final point worth noting. The regulations provide that all identifying information on the data base 

must be made anonymous – ‘de-identification’ as it is commonly called. Such anonymous data can 

then only be used for research, particularly in the field of public health. The Judge must receive a 

report on the steps taken to ensure this de-identification process, and must be informed of any 

measures to strengthen the protection of the affected people’s privacy. 
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